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We present a layered hybrid-system approach to quantum communication that involves the distribution of a
topological cluster state throughout a quantum network. Photon loss and other errors are suppressed by optical
multiplexing and entanglement purification. The scheme is scalable to large distances, achieving an end-to-end
rate of 1 kHz with around 50 qubits per node. We suggest a potentially suitable implementation of an individual
node composed of erbium spins (single atom or ensemble) coupled via flux qubits to a microwave resonator,
allowing for deterministic local gates, stable quantum memories, and emission of photons in the telecom regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum communication is predicated on the ability to
quickly and reliably entangle two or more quantum systems
that are separated by geographically large distances [1]. What
makes quantum communication difficult is that photons are
easily lost during transmission, due to attenuation in optical
fibers and inefficient optical coupling. Photon loss, in addition
to errors due to decoherence and imprecise quantum control,
must be overcome before quantum communication can be a
useful technology.
One proposal for reliable quantum communication is
to use a network of relatively simple devices known as
quantum repeaters, analogous to how optical amplifiers are
used in classical communication [2]. Rather than attempting
to directly entangle a pair of qubits at the ends of the
communication channel, the channel is divided into short
segments and pairs of qubits in adjacent nodes are entangled
and purified to sufficiently high fidelity [3,4]. Then, the range
of entanglement is extended to the endmost nodes [5]. The
basic elements of such a scheme have been demonstrated
in the laboratory [2,6,7]. However, in practice, the length of
the communication channel will be limited by the coherence
time of the quantum memories, as the time required to purify
entanglement increases with distance [8].
As experiments begin to scale beyond the laboratory,
attention should turn to proposals for quantum communication
that account for all sources of error. Here we present a scheme
that combines aspects of the orthodox repeater network with
fault-tolerant error correction. The foundation of the scheme is
optical multiplexing, which serves to reduce the effective loss
rate between nodes [9]. Then, purification is used to increase
the fidelity of entanglement between nodes [8]. Finally,
this entanglement is used to generate a three-dimensional
topological cluster state [10]. It is using this state that we
can ensure that communication of logical qubits over large
distances is reliable. Topological cluster-state error correction
requires low connectivity—desirable in the context of network
communication—but exhibits a relatively high threshold [11].
We find the scheme is able to tolerate photon loss of 80%,
communication channel errors of 10% per qubit, and local gate
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errors of 0.1% per gate. Under these conditions, the scheme
is scalable to large distances, achieving an end-to-end rate of
approximately 1 kHz with around 50 qubits per node.
Quantum communication of logical qubits protected by
error correction was proposed by Jiang et al. [12]. Other
authors have proposed schemes based on graph states [13,14],
parity codes [15], and the surface code [16]. Very recently, Li
et al. proposed a scheme for quantum communication using
a topological cluster state [17]. The distinguishing feature
of their proposal is that entangling operations within the
repeater nodes are allowed to fail. For all of these proposals,
it will be important to identify physical systems that meet the
requirements of scalability, to establish threshold error rates for
the fundamental components, and to understand the associated
performance and resource requirements. For our proposal we
suggest a potentially suitable implementation of an individual
node composed of erbium spins (single atom or ensemble)
coupled via flux qubits to a microwave resonator, allowing
for deterministic local gates, stable quantum memories, and
emission of photons in the telecom regime.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we describe
how to reliably distribute entanglement between nodes in
the repeater network, in Sec. III we describe how to purify
the entanglement to sufficient fidelity and then use this
entanglement to create a topological cluster state throughout
the network, in Sec. IV we determine the performance of the
scheme and the associated overhead, and in Sec. V we outline
a potential implementation of the scheme.
II. ENTANGLEMENT DISTRIBUTION
Our starting point is a quantum network in which we can
generate entanglement between a pair of qubits in neighboring
nodes, each being inside an optical cavity, using a multiplexed
transmitter-receiver model [9]. The scheme is depicted in
Fig. 1. Before considering this scheme, however, we will
outline a more simple version.
First we prepare a matter-based qubit at each of the
transmitting and receiving nodes in an equal superposition of
its ground and first excited states, (|0〉q + |1〉q)/
√
2. We also
prepare a single photon at the transmitting node, |1〉p. This
gives us an initial state (|0〉q1 + |1〉q1)|1〉p(|0〉q2 + |1〉q2)/2.
We then split the photon on a 50:50 beamsplitter to create
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Scheme for distributing entangled pairs
between adjacent repeater nodes using a multiplexed transmitter-
receiver model [9].
the two-mode state (|1〉p1|0〉p2 + |0〉p1|1〉p2)/
√
2. When the
second mode interacts with the qubit in the first optical cavity,
it picks up a π phase shift if and only if the qubit is in the
state |1〉q1 and a photon is present in the second mode [18,19].
After this interaction our system has evolved to
1
2
√
2
|0〉q1(|1〉p1|0〉p2 + |0〉p1|1〉p2)(|0〉q2 + |1〉q2)
+ 1
2
√
2
|1〉q1(|1〉p1|0〉p2 − |0〉p1|1〉p2)(|0〉q2 + |1〉q2). (1)
The two-mode photon field is then temporally multiplexed
and transmitted to the receiving node. Upon arrival, the
multiplexing is reversed and the second mode interacts with
the qubit in the second optical cavity, again picking up a π
phase shift if and only if the qubit is in the state |1〉q2 and a
photon is present in the second mode. We then recombine the
photonic modes on a 50:50 beamsplitter, so the state of the
system is
1
2 |0〉q1|1〉p1|0〉p2|0〉q2 + 12 |1〉q1|1〉p1|0〉p2|1〉q2
+ 12 |0〉q1|0〉p1|1〉p2|1〉q2 + 12 |1〉q1|0〉p1|1〉p2|0〉q2. (2)
We finish by measuring the presence or absence of the
photon at either output port. Detection of a photon in
the p1 mode implies we have created the two-qubit state
(|0〉q1|0〉q2 + |1〉q1|1〉q2)/
√
2, while detection of a photon in
the p2 mode implies the state (|0〉q1|1〉q2 + |1〉q1|0〉q2)/
√
2.
A third outcome is possible—no photon will be detected if it
has been lost, either in its interaction with the matter qubits or
during transmission between nodes, or if the detector fails. In
this case we discard the attempt. In any case, a classical signal
is sent to the transmitting node indicating whether the attempt
has been successful or not.
In general, the probability of successfully generating a
highly entangled state is
ptot = psingle × p2coupling × pdetector × e−L/L0 , (3)
where psingle is the probability of generating a single photon,
pcoupling is the probability of successfully coupling the single
photon into and out of the optical cavity, pdetector is the
efficiency of the detector, L is the distance between the
two nodes, and L0 is the attenuation length of the fiber
(approximately 25 km for commercial telecom fiber). In
practice, ptot will be much less than one—for L = 10 km,
ptot = 0.2 is optimistic [20].
We have assumed that the photon field will pick up aπ phase
shift if and only if the qubit is in the state |1〉q1 and a photon
is present in the field. This is a stringent requirement, which
can be relaxed. Instead of a π phase shift, we can consider
the situation where a θ phase shift is achieved. Now only one
detection event (detection of a photon in the p2 mode) heralds
the generation of a suitably entangled state. The probability of
success is reduced by (1 − cos θ )/4.
We now turn to the multiplexed schemed depicted in Fig. 1.
In this scheme we begin by preparing several qubits in the
transmitting node in the state (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2, in addition to
the qubit in the receiving node. In the transmitting node, each
qubit interacts (and becomes entangled) with its own individual
single photon. These photons are temporally multiplexed and
transmitted to the receiving node, preceded by a classical
herald. When the herald is received, the first photon is coupled
with the qubit at that node. The subsequent detection of the
photon heralds the generation of an entangled state between
the first qubit in the transmitting node and the qubit in the
receiving node. In practice however, it is likely the photon
will have been lost. In this case, the qubit in the receiving
node is re-prepared for the second photon in the multiplexed
signal and the sequence of entanglement and measurement is
repeated. This is done until a success is reported. Once that
qubit is entangled, the remaining photons are sent to another
qubit in the same node, and so on until all incoming photons
have been depleted and a number of entangled pairs have been
generated. To further improve the efficiency of the scheme, we
can transmit qubits from both nodes simultaneously, leaving a
small number of qubits on each side as receivers.
It is important that multiplexing be tolerant of the various
errors that can arise. By design, photon loss is tolerated
[2,9,21,22]. An error during preparation of the matter-based
qubits or an error due to decoherence of quantum memories
during transmission of the photons will lower the fidelity
of the entanglement in the event that the attempt succeeds.
Such an error cannot affect more than one pair of qubits
that is eventually accepted, so, for these errors, attempts are
effectively independent. Detection errors might not be so
benign. If an attempt to generate entanglement is successful
but the photon is not detected because the detector failed,
then the pair of qubits is rejected as if the photon was lost.
However, in the case of a dark count, we might accept a pair
of qubits that are not, in fact, entangled. Thus, we require
single-photon detectors that are reliable enough so that the
cumulative probability of a dark count during the series of
attempts does not limit the fidelity of the entanglement. Recent
results suggest that this can be achieved [23]. Ultimately, we
are left with a number of entangled pairs of some fidelity F
shared between adjacent nodes in the network.
III. PURIFICATION AND TOPOLOGICAL
ERROR CORRECTION
Next, to increase the fidelity of entanglement between
adjacent nodes, we turn to purification [3,4]. Each round of
purification requires classical communication between nodes.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Purification circuit based on an encoding
circuit for the [[5,1,3]] code. The circuit is executed independently
at two adjacent nodes, with the input being five entangled pairs (in
blue) shared between those nodes. Then, the measurement results
from both nodes are combined and the remaining two qubits (one
at each node, in green) form the output pair. This is equivalent to a
standard encoding-transmission-decoding scheme [25]. The circuit is
not fault tolerant, but residual errors will be corrected with topological
error correction.
Already purified pairs can be used in successive rounds of
purification until sufficient fidelity is achieved, following
various strategies [24]. However, typical purification schemes
are slow and require many rounds of classical communication.
Instead, we will consider a variation of purification based
on Calderbank-Shor-Steane error-correction codes, which
generally requires fewer rounds [8,25].
For an [[n,1,d]] quantum code, whered is the code distance,
n entangled pairs are required for each round. A simple n-qubit
circuit (related to an encoding circuit of the code) is executed at
both nodes and n − 1 qubits are measured, leaving one output
pair [25]. See Fig. 2 for an example. The implementation of the
local gates required to perform this circuit will be discussed in
Sec. V. The measurement outcomes can be used to infer the
presence or absence of errors, leading to two possible modes
of operation. In either mode, if no errors are detected we keep
the output pair. Then, whenever an error is detected, we can
reject the output pair (error-correction mode). Alternatively, if
d > 2, for some errors we can apply a correction to the output
pair (error-correction mode).
Figure 3 shows the performance of two codes in both
modes. The fidelity of the output pair F ′ and the probability
that the output pair is accepted A depend on the input fidelity
F . At this point we have made the assumption that the
error rate of the local gates is 0.1%. For F = 0.900, two
rounds of the [[4,1,2]] code results in F ′ = 0.997, while one
round of the [[5,1,3]] code results in F ′ = 0.993. This is a
much greater increase in fidelity per round than for standard
two-qubit purification, so fewer rounds (and less classical
communication time) will be required.
With high-fidelity entanglement between adjacent nodes,
our goal is to efficiently establish entanglement of arbitrary
fidelity that spans the entire network. To do this we use
fault-tolerant error correction. Of the many schemes for
error correction, topological cluster-state error correction is
particularly promising as it tolerates a relatively high rate of
physical errors [10]. The main ingredient of the scheme is the
topological cluster state shown in Fig. 4. One way to prepare
such a state is to initialize each qubit in the |+〉 state then to
0.90
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Results of numerical simulation of purifi-
cation in error-detection (ED) and error-correction (EC) modes. The
output fidelity F ′ and acceptance probability A = 1 − l′ depend on
the input fidelity F , where l′ is the probability that the output pair is
rejected. Solid lines are for perfect local gates and dashed lines are
for local gates with an error rate of 0.1%.
apply a series of CZ (controlled-Z) gates between neighboring
qubits [10]. In our case the topological cluster state is prepared
with one qubit per node. CZ gates are executed using entangled
pairs shared between adjacent nodes [26].
Once the cluster state is prepared, communication pro-
ceeds with a sequence of single-qubit measurements. The
state is divided into regions that determine the appropriate
measurement basis. Logical qubits are defined by regions of
the state measured in the Z basis. It is these logical qubits that
are transmitted from one end of the network to the other—see
Fig. 4. The rest of the qubits are measured in the X basis to
obtain a so-called syndrome of errors. Error correction involves
finding the most likely set of errors that is consistent with this
syndrome [10]. For error rates below a certain threshold value,
(a)
10 km
(b)
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Communication involves transmitting
logical qubits D through a topological cluster state. Qubits in the
regionV are measured to enable error correction. (b) The connectivity
of the network mimics the structure of the topological cluster state.
There is one cluster-state qubit per node, and gates between qubits in
adjacent nodes are performed using purified entangled pairs.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Results of numerical simulation of topo-
logical error correction for various code distances d . A lattice of
d × d × d unit cells is associated with a distance-d code that may
fail ford/2 errors. The inset shows the threshold as a function of
the fraction of abandoned CZ gates during preparation l′.
increasing the distance of the code by increasing the extent
of the topological cluster state will decrease the likelihood of
errors affecting the logical qubits.
Since the cluster state is distributed throughout the network,
the CZ gates rely on the availability of entangled pairs. Errors
in these gates can either be heralded or unknown. An error is
heralded when there is no entangled pair available to perform a
CZ gate. This might be because the output pair of the final round
of purification was rejected, which occurs with probability
l′ (see Fig. 3). In this case, we can chose to abandon the
CZ gate and treat the associated qubits as if they were lost.
Then, the lattice is deformed to avoid the lost qubits and error
correction of the remaining unknown errors proceeds [11].
This introduces a tradeoff between the fraction of CZ gates that
are abandoned and the threshold error rate of the remaining
gates [11].
We simulate a topological cluster state with periodic
boundary conditions in all three dimensions [27]. Figure 5
shows the logical failure rate as a function of the CZ error rate
for various code distances, where we assume that the error rate
of preparation and measurement of qubits at the nodes is 0.1%
and that CZ gates between nodes never have to be abandoned.
We observe a threshold error rate of approximately 0.83%.
Then, the inset to Fig. 5 shows the threshold as a function of
the fraction of gates that have to be abandoned, showing the
expected tradeoff.
IV. PERFORMANCE AND OVERHEAD
To determine the performance of our communication
scheme we need to consider the combination of entanglement
distribution, purification, and error correction. The threshold
for topological error correction sets the target for the error rate
of the CZ gates between nodes. In turn, this error rate sets the
target for the fidelity of the output pairs of the final round
of purification, after accounting for the fact that entangled
pairs will not always be available. If these conditions are met,
then we can decrease the logical failure rate arbitrarily by
increasing the extent of the cluster state, thereby allowing
reliable communication over arbitrarily large distances.
How best to allocate resources to entanglement distribution
and purification depends on physical parameters such as the
distance between nodes, the rate of photon loss, and the
accuracy of the local gates. Here we assume that our nodes are
separated by L =10 km (corresponding to a round-trip time of
flight of TR = 0.1 ms) and that the probability of successfully
establishing a raw, entangled pair between two adjacent nodes
(before accounting for our multiplexing scheme) is 20% [28].
This efficiency is beyond present experimental capabilities,
but will be useful to illustrate our scheme.
Table I outlines a number of strategies to generate entangled
pairs that meet or exceed the target fidelity, for various values
of the initial fidelity F and the error rate of the local gates plocal.
As an example, assuming that F = 0.907 and plocal = 0.0008,
with q = 16 (q = 64) qubits per node, NR = 18 (NR = 3)
multiples of the round-trip time are required to generate
entanglement of sufficient fidelity using one round of the
[[5,1,3]] code in error-detection mode. The rate per second at
which pairs are generated between adjacent nodes is R = 1/
(NRTR) = 104/NR . For q = 16 (q = 64), R ∼ 0.5 kHz
(R ∼ 3.3 kHz). In general, there is a clear tradeoff between
R and q. Without additional qubits, schemes that require
more than one successful round of purification achieve a
significantly lower rate, and more accurate local gates mean
that fewer successful rounds of purification are required. Our
calculations assume worst-case behavior, and it is likely that R
could be optimized with more careful scheduling. Ultimately,
TABLE I. Number of round-trip times NR required to generate an entangled pair between adjacent nodes with the target fidelity, given
initial entangled pairs of fidelity F generated with probability 0.2. Each node contains q matter qubits able to be coupled with deterministic
local gates with error rate plocal, and l′ is the maximum allowed probability that the output pair of the final round of purification is
rejected. ∗ indicates that one round of the [[4,1,2]] code is used, ∗∗ indicates that two rounds of the [[4,1,2]] code are used, and † indicates that
one round of the [[5,1,3]] code is used. Both codes are used in error-detection mode.
F 0.835 0.872 0.907 0.919 0.930 0.951 0.963
plocal 0.0005 0.0005 0.0008 0.0005 0.0005 0.001 0.0005
l′ 0.02 0.008 0.008 0.02 0.008 0.008 0.02
q = 5 – 154† 132† 72† 88∗ 66∗ 54∗
q = 16 54∗∗ 21† 18† 12† 8∗ 6∗ 6∗
q = 32 36∗∗ 7† 6† 3† 4∗ 3∗ 3∗
q = 64 18∗∗ 4† 3† 2† 2∗ 2∗ 1∗
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the communication rate is limited by the time to prepare the
cluster state, which is ∼4TR . Quantum memories must be
stable over this time, but this requirement is independent of
the total communication distance—the extent of the cluster
state does not affect its preparation time.
V. HYBRID-SYSTEM APPROACH
In Sec. II we outlined a transmitter-receiver model in which
a matter-based qubit with an optical transition (in the telecom
band) is placed in an optical cavity coupled to an optical fiber.
In addition, our scheme requires quantum memories that are
stable over multiples of the two-way time of flight between
adjacent nodes and near-deterministic local gates. Generally, it
is hard to find a single system that satisfies all of these require-
ments. For instance, a number of atomic systems have optical
transitions in the telecom band, but performing local gates
between atomic systems in separate cavities is difficult. On
the other hand, superconducting circuits can be easily coupled
together—spatially separated gap-tunable flux qubits [29] can
be coupled together via a microwave resonator [30]. However,
superconducting circuits do not possess an optical transition.
A natural solution to this problem is to consider a hybrid-
system approach, where superconducting circuits are coupled
with atomiclike systems [31], enabling local gates and allow-
ing access to an optical transition. Recently it has been shown
that information can be transferred between a superconducting
circuit and an ensemble of negatively charged nitrogen-
vacancy (NV−) centers in diamond [32,33]. The NV− ensem-
ble couples to the superconducting circuit near 2.88 GHz and
has an optical transition, but at 637 nm instead of the telecom
band. However, coupling between an ensemble of Er3+ spins
doped in a Y2SiO5 crystal and a microwave resonator has been
demonstrated [34,35]. Additionally, Er3+ has an 4II5/2-4II3/2
transition in the telecom C band at ∼1540 nm [36].
A. Local gates within a repeater node
We will outline how local gates are performed in the hybrid-
system approach illustrated in Fig. 6. We will consider the
situation where two ensembles in spatially separated cavities
have information stored in them (they may be entangled with
systems in remote nodes). Each ensemble encodes a qubit
of information in the ground and first collectively excited
states. First and foremost, there is no direct coupling between
the different ensembles so any two-qubit operation must be
performed using a quantum bus-type approach [37], with flux
qubits and a microwave resonator acting as the bus.
optical cavity
microwave resonator
photon
flux qubit
Er ensemble
FIG. 6. (Color online) A hybrid-system implementation of a
repeater node, featuring erbium spins. Local gates are performed
using gap-tunable flux qubits and a microwave resonator.
Let us consider the individual components in turn and the
couplings between them:
(1) The ensemble: An ensemble of N Er3+ electron spins
can be described by the Hamiltonian
H = h¯
2
N∑
k=1
geμBBz σ
(k)
z , (4)
where ge = 7, μB is the Bohr magneton, Bz is magnetic field in
the z axis, and σ (k)z is the z Pauli operator acting on the kth spin
(σ (k)± are the corresponding raising and lowering operators).
We are considering the situation where there are few (zero
or one) excitations in the ensemble, and so we can treat the
ensemble of spins as a harmonic oscillator. The Hamiltonian
can be rewritten as [38,39]
Hens = h¯ωensa†a, (5)
where h¯ωens is the energy splitting between levels caused the
magnetic field and a† and a are the creation and destruction op-
erators, defined as a† = 1√
N
∑N
k=1 σ
(k)
+ , a = 1√N
∑N
k=1 σ
(k)
− .
(2) The flux qubit: A gap-tunable flux qubit is composed of
four Josephson junctions in two loops: a main loop and a gap
control loop [29,40]. The main loop encloses three junctions:
two identical junctions with Josephson energy EJ and one
shared with the gap control loop with Josephson energy αEJ/2.
The two junctions in the gap control loop are identical and form
a dc-SQUID with effective energy EeffJ = αcos(πα/0)EJ ,
where α is the flux threading the gap control loop and 0 is
the flux quantum, respectively. When the effective magnetic
flux qb (qb = ε + α/2) threading the qubit is close to
(n + 1/2)0, the qubit Hamiltonian can be written as
Hqb = h¯2[	(α)σz + ε(qb)σx], (6)
where σx and σz are the usual Pauli matrices, 	(α) is
the energy gap, and ε(qb) = 2Ip(qb − 0/2) is the energy
spacing of the two classical current states. The gap 	(α) can
be in situ tuned on a nanosecond time scale while keeping
ε(qb) = 0 [40].
(3) Coupling between a flux qubit and an ensemble: The
coupling between a flux qubit and an ensemble can be
represented by [33,38]
Hqb-ens = h¯gensσx(a + a†), (7)
where gens is the collective coupling constant. Considering the
full Hamiltonian H = Hqb + Hens + Hqb-ens, we can move to
a rotating frame, giving
Hrot-frame = h¯gens(a†σ− + aσ+), (8)
which is the well known Jaynes-Cummings interaction. This
interaction leads to an iSWAP operation, which allows one
to transfer the state of the flux qubit to the ensemble (or
vice versa) in a time tswap = π/gens. With gens/2π ∼ 30 MHz
being possible [41], the transfer time could be of the order of
tswap ∼ 17 ns.
This coupling also allows us to prepare the ensemble in an
arbitrary superposition of its ground and first excited states by
creating the state in the flux qubit and then swapping it to the
ensemble.
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(4) Coupling between a flux qubit and a microwave
resonator—direct and dispersive coupling: A microwave
resonator can generally be represented as a harmonic oscillator
[31]
Hreson = h¯ωresonb†b, (9)
where ωreson is the angular frequency of the oscillator and b†
and b are the associated creation and destruction operators, re-
spectively. The coupling between a flux qubit and a microwave
resonator is generally given by
Hqb-reson = h¯gqb-reson(b†σ− + b σ+), (10)
with coupling constant gqb-reson. We have two interesting
regimes of operation: on-resonance and dispersive. Like
before, the on-resonance coupling enables an iSWAP operation,
this time to transfer the state of the flux qubit to the microwave
resonator (or vice versa) in a time tsw = π/gqb-reson. The
dispersive regime has an effective Hamiltonian of the form
Hdisp =
h¯g2qb-reson
δ
b†b σz, (11)
allowing a CZ (controlled-Z) gate to be performed, where δ is
the detuning between the two systems. The CZ gate occurs at
a time tdisp = πδ/2g2qb-reson, significantly longer than tsw. With
gqb-reson/2π ∼ 50 MHz [42] and δ/2π ∼ 500 MHz we have
tsw ∼ 10 ns and tdisp ∼ 50 ns, respectively.
The complete Hamiltonian for the two ensembles, the two
flux qubits, and the microwave resonator is Htotal = Hens,1 +
Hens,2 + Hqb,1 + Hqb,2 + Hqb1-ens1 + Hqb2-ens2 + Hreson +
Hqb1-reson + Hqb2-reson. We are now able to describe a two-qubit
gate between ensemble qubits in the same node.
Consider the case where two ensembles have been prepared
in the states |a〉 = a0|0〉 + a1|1〉 and |b〉 = b0|0〉 + b1|1〉,
while the two gap-tunable flux qubits |f1〉 and |f2〉 are initially
prepared in the ground state, and the microwave resonator
|r〉 is in a vacuum state. The flux qubits are off-resonant with
both the ensemble qubits and the microwave resonator. Our
initial state is
|a〉|f1〉|r〉|f2〉|b〉 = |a〉|0〉|0〉|0〉|b〉. (12)
The operation begins by bringing both flux qubits onto
resonance with their associated ensembles, where the state
of each ensemble can be transferred to its flux qubit using an
iSWAP operation. This gives us the state
|0〉|a〉|0〉|b〉|0〉. (13)
Both flux qubits are then rapidly moved far off-resonance with
the ensembles. The first flux qubit is brought onto resonance
with the microwave resonator and an iSWAP operation is
performed, giving us the state
|0〉|0〉|a〉|b〉|0〉 = |0〉|0〉[a0|0〉 + a1|1〉][b0|0〉 + b1|1〉]|0〉.
(14)
The flux qubit is then far detuned from the microwave
resonator. The second flux qubit is brought into the dispersive
limit with the microwave resonator, such that an interaction
of the form U = exp[−i g
2
qb-reson
2δ t b
†b σz] can be applied for
a time tdisp. The flux qubit is then moved far off-resonance
with the microwave resonator, effectively decoupling the
two systems. A simple single-qubit π/2 Z rotation on the
microwave resonator gives us the state
|0〉|0〉[a0b0|0〉|0〉+ a0b1|0〉|1〉+ a1b0|1〉|0〉− a1b1|1〉|1〉]|0〉.
(15)
Finally, the quantum state stored in the microwave resonator is
transferred to the first flux qubit (using the iSWAP operation)
and the states of both flux qubits are transferred to their
associated ensembles. The final state of the two ensembles is
a0b0|0〉|0〉 + a0b1|0〉|1〉 + a1b0|1〉|0〉 − a1b1|1〉|1〉. (16)
That is, an effective CZ gate has been performed between
the two ensemble qubits. This operation can be completed
in approximately 100 ns. For most purification protocols the
CNOT gate is more useful than the CZ gate, but this can be
achieved by applying a Hadamard gate to the second flux
qubit before its state is transferred back to the ensemble.
We have described the protocol for performing local gates
in a very general way. Whether these gates can be performed
with the required fidelity remains an open question.
B. Coupling between the flux qubit and ensemble
Coupling between a flux qubit and a single Er3+ electron
spin can be written in a rotating frame as
Hint = h¯g(σ−qbσ+er + σ+qbσ−er ), (17)
where σ±qb are the raising and lower operators for the flux qubit,
σ±er are the raising and lower operators for the Er3+ atom, and g
is the coupling constant between them. This coupling constant
can be roughly estimated as
g/2π = geμBB, (18)
where ge = 7 is the g factor, μB = 14 MHz/mT is the Bohr
magneton, and B is the magnetic field, which can be estimated
using the Biot-Savart law. To first order, B = μ0Ip/(2R),
where μ0 = 4π × 10−7 N A−2, R = 1/2 μm is the distance
between the flux qubit and the single Er3+ electron spin, and
Ip = 1 μA is the persistent current in the qubit [33,38]. The
coupling constant between the flux qubit and the electron spin
can then be estimated as g/2π ∼ 120 kHz.
Now, for an ensemble of spins, our interaction term
becomes
Hint = h¯
∑
k
gk(σ−qbσ+k,er + σ+qbσ−k,er)
= h¯gens(σ−qba† + σ+qba), (19)
where we have assumed that only a few excitations are in
the ensemble at any one time, so that a = 1√
gens
∑
k gkσ
−
k,er
with g2ens =
∑
k g
2
k . If gk ∼ g for all the electron spins, then
gens =
√
Ng—that is, an ensemble of N spins will give a√
N enhancement, allowing in principle a collective coupling
constant of gens/2π = 120
√
N kHz. With N = 62 500 we
havegens/2π = 30 MHz. For an Er crystal of volume 40μm2×
1/2 μm (with 40 μm2 corresponding to the area of the flux
qubit [33]), N = 62 500 corresponds to an Er3+ concentration
of 1.5 × 1015 spins per cm3. Such concentrations are readily
commercially available [43].
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As our qubit is stored in the ensemble over a relatively long
time scale (milliseconds) we need to examine its coherence
properties. At 1.6 K the lifetime has been estimated at 100 ms
[44]. As our system contains superconducting circuits, we must
operate at dilution fridge temperature (10 to 50 mK) and so we
would expect the lifetime to be even longer. The T2 coherence
is more important, yet its value has not been determined
at the concentrations being considered here. This coherence
parameter will be affected by other impurities in the crystal, but
at the concentrations proposed here, dipole-dipole interaction
between Er3+ ions should be negligible. Regardless, we require
T2 > 10 ms for our protocol to be effective.
VI. DISCUSSION
As our scheme is based on fault-tolerant error correction,
it is not surprising that the requirements on local gates
and quantum memories are quite stringent. Superconducting
circuits and quantum memories have not achieved this level of
accuracy yet, but progress towards this goal has been made.
Error rates of quantum gates in superconducting circuits are
approaching values as low as 1% [45], and quantum memories
are being engineered with increasing stability [46,47]. It may
be possible to ease the requirements on these components
by increasing the number of qubits per node. On the other
hand, it would be interesting to study a scheme with only a
few qubits per node, which may be much easier to implement.
Such a scheme would involve more nondeterministic elements,
thereby lowering the threshold [17,48].
Finally, our scheme enables universal quantum compu-
tation. In this context, node separation may be shorter and
photon loss may be less severe. This may make the scheme
an interesting avenue for the further study of fault-tolerant
quantum computation in hybrid systems.
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